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Let Paul ‘Entertain You’at Harrogate International Nursery
Fair Party & BANTA Awards night
Fans of Robbie Williams and Olly Murs will be rushing to buy tickets for the Harrogate
International Nursery Fair Party & Awards night this year with outstanding live
entertainment provided by what is widely regarded as one of the most authentic
tribute shows on the circuit.
Paul Reason not only captures the look of Robbie, but also his mannerisms
with cheek, charm and sex appeal will have jaws dropping in amazement.
Paul also sounds incredibly like Robbie with powerful vocals recreating
favourite songs from the performer’s Take That and solo careers. True
to life, he will also be joined by stage buddy Olly Murs (aka Mitch
Corner) with a mix of both solo performances and duets.
At the Majestic Hotel on Sunday 23rd March, this is a not-to-be-missed
event open to exhibitors and visitors and includes a three course meal,
brief celebrations as the BPA’s Baby & Nursery Trade Awards are presented
before heading on to the star studded performance of the evening.
Tickets are just £48 (including VAT) and are selling fast, so book early to avoid disappointment. Email
adrian@nurseryfair.com

Time to ‘Travel Lite’
PacaPod’s new ‘Travel Lite’ Hastings puts the knapsack back on the map for
adventure seeking parents with a versatile design that can be worn as a shoulder
bag or backpack combining utilitarian styling with innovative new design features
and a super lightweight construction.
Perfect for all kinds of family road trips the Hastings is part of PacaPod’s ingenious
new ‘Travel Lite’ range weighing just .56kg. It has a practical top loading style which
makes it easy to arrange baby gear and pack, grab and go. The brand’s unique 3-in1 ‘baby organisation system’ has also been cranked up a notch with new flat pack
feeder, changer pods and mat which are simple to clean and fold away. Visit
Pacapod on Stand H16.

Fun and clean meal times
Parents ooking for a clean and convenient way to feed babies and
toddlers will love the new Sucup Teeny-Weany and Sucup Toddler
which allows little ones to feed independently. Fill the re-usable
cups with your choice of food and then give to the child with
confidence. Spill-resistant and squeeze-proof they are ideal for

travel. Pop in porridge for breakfast, vegetable puree for lunch and
yoghurt for afternoon snack and because of the innovative design there is
zero waste! Made in the UK and retailing at £9.99 this is a perfect range
for nursery retailers. Visit Sucup on Stand QP15.

Perfect play companions
The Puppet Company is a toy design and wholesale company specialising
in puppets. As well as being the largest puppet wholesaler in the UK,
creating wooden theatres, plush toys and dolls, it also produces the
‘Wilberry’ collection which features plush animals and dolls. The
company’s products are sold in garden centres, toy shops, gift shops and
zoos around the world. My First and Second Puppet collections are made
from soft fabrics with embroidered faces and are suitable from birth
upwards. Don’t miss The Puppet Company on Stand H6.

